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The Effect of Expressive Biosignals on Empathy and
Closeness for a Stigmatized Group Member
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We explore the potential for expressive biosignals, or displays of sensed physiological data as social cues,

to influence perceptions of a member of a stigmatized group. In a between-subjects experiment (N=62)

participants read a fictional interview with a drug addict in prison, and rated their empathy and closeness

with the interviewee. Participants were randomly assigned to read either 1) the transcript of the interview

by itself, 2) the transcript with a text description of the interviewee’s heart rate, or 3) the transcript with a

graph of the interviewee’s heart rate. Results demonstrate that providing information about heart rate can

increase empathy in terms of emotional perspective-taking. Additionally, visualizing the heart rate as a graph,

as opposed to text, can increase closeness. We discuss the implications of these results and present suggestions

for future directions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
We are living in an increasingly divided world, with political polarization perceived as a top global

risk [28] and social schisms along dimensions of gender, race, social class, and numerous more on

the rise. These growing divisions can diminish empathetic feelings towards members of particular

groups [31], as evidenced by the increase in negativity towards people with different viewpoints [23]

and the rise in the number of hate crimes over the last few years [25]. The decline in empathy

may be exacerbated by the advent of technology-mediated communication [44], with some studies

showing that technology use has a negative association with empathy [13]. For instance, sharing

different views on social media can reduce empathy and deepen existing divisions [4]. It is crucial

that we investigate new ways to design technologies to help us bridge, rather than widen, this

divide and better understand each other. In our research, we pursue this goal by exploring the

potential for new technologies that provide data on others’ biosignals to promote empathy for and

closeness with others.

The increasing ubiquity of consumer-grade wearable physiological sensors opens up the possi-

bility for using personal sensed data, such as heart rate, to increase interpersonal understanding.

Indeed, many wearable devices, such as smartwatches and fitness trackers, now come equipped
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with functionality that allow for the displaying and sharing of biosignals in expressive and commu-

nicative ways. Because biosignals naturally change with fluctuations in cognitive and emotional

states as a result of activity within the the autonomic nervous system, they have the potential to

serve as powerful social cues to others’ hearts and minds.

A small body of prior work has explored these expressive biosignals, beginning to show that

information about another person’s biosignals can help facilitate empathy and social awareness [35,

38, 51] and, in some contexts, a greater sense of intimacy and connection [40, 50]. These results

point to potential opportunities for expressive biosignals to support interventions for bridging

understanding with others, such in contexts in which feeling empathy or closeness with others is

challenging (e.g., with members of socially distant groups, or physically remote others). However,

the relationship between expressive biosignals and social connection with others is not well-

understood. In particular, prior work often conflates the presence of biosignal information with

their visual presentation [35, 38, 40, 50], where it is unclear what forms of biosignal information

can affect empathy and closeness. Building on the foundation provided by expressive biosignals

research, the present study aimed to investigate how both the presence of another individual’s
heart rate information and visualization of the heart rate data might affect empathy towards others

and feelings of closeness between the self and other. Moreover, to provide a strong test of the

impact of expressive biosignals on these outcomes, we explored their impact with a target other

who belonged to a stigmatized group, for whom there are likely higher barriers to empathy and

closeness to overcome. This work contributes an experiment that helps clarify the relationship

between biosignals and social connection, specifically with a stigmatized group member, as well as

the implications for these data to augment how people share experiences with each other online.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Technological Interventions for Empathy
To our knowledge, while interventions for empathy have been widely explored in social psychology

literature (e.g., compassion meditation, skills workshops, role-playing) [73], research on techno-
logical interventions in this space is still limited. However, some research in HCI and CSCW has

suggested the potential for features in existing technologies to affect aspects of empathy, as well as

proposed novel interventions oriented around experiencing the perspective of another person.

Features of existing communication platforms have been shown to affect aspects of empathy for

remote others. In video conferencing, Nguyen and Canny showed that displaying only the head, as

opposed to the whole upper-body, can reduce empathy measured using self-report of cohesion,

and speed of automatically helping a person in distress (i.e., when their pen drops) [57]. Thomas

and Pemstein found webcam elevation influenced coordination and decisions made in one’s own

self-interest as opposed to benefiting a partner in a negotiation task [66]. Work on social media

has shown that emotional and intimate self-disclosure have the potential to foster empathy and

closeness between users, influencing social support [3, 48]. For instance, Burke and colleagues found

that hearing about a friend’s troubles on Facebook causes friends to reply with more emotional and

supportive comments [11]. However, these prior works have focused on different constructs related

to empathy, such as cohesion, self-interest, and social support, rather than directly evaluating

empathy.

Technology-based empathy interventions often take an experiential approach, allowing users to

experience the world from the perspective of a distant other. Empathy glasses, for example, is a

tool that allows you to view the world from the perspective of another person in real time [47]. In

the same vein, virtual reality (VR), often described as the "ultimate empathy machine" [55], has

immersive qualities that enable users to experience life from another person’s perspective [9]. VR
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experiences have also shown potential to increase empathy for stigmatized groups. A Breathtaking

Journey is an example of a mixed-reality game designed to foster empathy for refugees, suggesting

empathy-arousing characteristics such as visceral engagement [45]. Becoming Homeless is a VR

experience that has shown long-term effects on viewers’ empathy towards homeless people in the

form of improved attitudes and prosocial behavior [36]. VR is thus a promising platform on which

to design empathy interventions. At the same time, VR interventions have some limitations. For

instance, building games and stories require experts to design experiences around very specific

narratives. Moreover, the experiences may be difficult to integrate into everyday expression and

consumption of stories, which occurs on platforms like social media on a daily basis. In our work, we

address these limitations by investigating a novel intervention, expressive biosignals, for stigmatized

group members. In particular, we leverage the increasing ubiquity of wearable sensors and the

ability to integrate biosignals data into existing technological platforms, such as social media.

2.2 Expressive Biosignals and Empathy
Prior literature suggests the potential for expressive biosignals to affect empathy for others. In

particular, several qualitative studies that deploy expressive biosignal systems (both in the wild

and in laboratory settings) have demonstrated that people tend to infer and be more aware of a

close contact’s emotional state through displays of heart rate and skin conductance [35, 38, 49, 51].

Few studies have quantitatively measured the potential for biosignals to enhance understanding

of another person’s emotional state. Merrill and Cheshire showed that graphs of elevated heart

rate, as opposed to normal heart rate, can increase negative mood attribution (e.g., anxiety) to a

partner in a trust game. These inferences can have behavioral consequences, including reduced

cooperation. [54]. Their results demonstrate that different biosignal information can indeed affect

perceptions of emotional state. However, it is still unclear how biosignals would affect mood

attribution in comparison to not having biosignal information at all. Additionally, given the setup

of the Prisoner Dilemma game, which provides a context for trust and cooperation, the study does

not directly investigate whether biosignals impact empathy.

To our knowledge, only one recent study quantitatively investigates the relationship between

expressive biosignals and empathy. In a laboratory experiment, Curran and colleagues explored the

influence of biosignal information on empathic accuracy and "state empathy." Participants watched

a VR narrative from a target person’s field of view with or without a graph of the target’s skin

conductance. Empathic accuracy was measured based on how much participants’ ratings of the

target’s feelings (based on their valence, e.g., "very positive") matched the target’s own ratings of

their feelings, while state empathy was measured according to howmuch participants felt they were

in the shoes of the target. Surprisingly, they found that biosignal information actually decreased

empathic accuracy and did not affect state empathy [19]. There are several possible explanations

for this result, including that the VR film may not provide sufficient context to infer emotional

state, or by itself may result in a high baseline level of empathy. In addition, empathic accuracy

and state empathy as measures are limited in their ability to capture empathy towards another

person, where the former focuses on alignment in the intensity of valence, and the latter focuses

on cognitively simulating a person’s situation.

In our research, we choose a different operationalization of empathy than empathic accuracy and

state empathy. Empathy as conceptualized in the literature includes emotional perspective-taking,
or the inference of another person’s emotional state in a given context [24, 65], and empathic

concern, or feelings of sympathy or compassion towards another person [6]. Biosignals may still

influence emotional perspective-taking and empathic concern for another person. Indeed, prior

work suggests that people primarily infer emotional states from biosignals [54], and that biosignals
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can promote sympathy with and desire to support others [51]. In the current work, we sought to

directly examine the relationship between biosignals and these two components of empathy.

2.3 Expressive Biosignals and Interpersonal Closeness
Research has also shown that expressive biosignals can affect closeness with others. For instance,

systems such as rings or smartwatches where you can feel or see a partner’s heart rate can improve

feelings of being connectedwith remote friends and family [49, 51, 56, 63, 69]. Janssen and colleagues

demonstrate that biosignals can also increase feelings of closeness with strangers. They investigated

how the sound of an unknown partner’s heartbeat affects intimacy compared to silence. They

found that it can have comparable levels of intimacy as interpersonal distance and mutual gaze,

which are known to be highly intimate [40].

At the same time, different ways of conveying biosignals information could have differing effects

on closeness. In a mixed-methods experiment involving six brain activity visualizations, Liu and

colleagues show that different visualizations can lead to different feelings of connectedness with a

stranger [49]. Moreover, in a study where participants sent texts of their heart rate to others, Liu

and colleagues found that participants desired more vivid and expressive visualizations for their

heart rate than simple text denoting their beats per minute [50]. Animated depictions of heart rate

on a smartwatch have also shown the potential to increase the salience of another person [51].

Results from these prior works suggest a need to be selective about how to convey biosignals

information, especially when considering the relationship or context of communication between

interactants. For instance, animated visualizations of biosignals could be useful for bringing people

closer or making them more aware of each other’s presence, while text descriptions of heart rate

may be more appropriate for situations in which intimacy is not desired (e.g., strictly professional

relationships). In the present work, we explore the potential for visualizing biosignals, as opposed

to simply describing in text, on interpersonal closeness and salience of the partner.

3 RESEARCH CONTEXT
3.1 Stigma and Drug Addiction
To understand the effects of expressive biosignals on empathy and closeness, we explore this

relationship in the context of perceptions of stigmatized group members. Though research has

defined stigma in various ways, in our work we refer to a stigmatized person as one who is "socially

discredited" [33] or has "undesirable characteristics" that "set [them] apart from others" [42].

According to Goffman, stigmatized people can include those with "a known record of mental

disorder, imprisonment, addiction, alcoholism, homosexuality, unemployment, suicidal attempts,

and radical political behavior" [33].

For the purposes of our study, we focus on empathy and closeness towards a convicted drug

addict. In line with Goffman’s claim, research has shown evidence for the stigmatization of drug

addicts by the general public, where people with addiction are more likely to be viewed as dangerous

and be blamed for their condition [16, 52, 72]. A United States national survey with 709 participants

found that the public had significantly more negative views on drug addiction as compared to

mental illness, where respondants were significantly less willing to work with a drug addict, more

likely to accept discrimination against drug addicts (e.g., denial of employment and housing),

and more likely to oppose public policies supporting drug addicts (e.g., government spending for

treatment), as compared to people with mental illness [5]. Stigma towards drug addicts is a major

issue that can affect their ability to access treatment, discouraging addicts to seek treatment and

affecting health professionals’ willingness to provide treatment [17, 67].
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3.2 Reduced Empathy towards Stigmatized Groups
The challenge of building empathy toward members of stigmatized groups is a firmly established

area of inquiry within social psychology. Despite its benefits for facilitating interpersonal and

intergroup harmony and mutual understanding, empathy is neither a universal nor an automatic re-

sponse. Social boundaries created by in-group/out-group distinctions on social identity dimensions

(such as race, religion, or political affiliation) as well as differences in background or experience

have been shown to diminish behavioral, neural, and physiological expressions of empathy for the

other [14, 15, 29, 73]. These failures of empathy, when an individual could potentially experience

empathy toward the other but does not because of salient social and psychological factors, are

particularly difficult to bridge when the target other is a member of a stigmatized population. For

example, Decety and colleagues found that participants who watched brief video clips of individuals

experiencing physical pain attributed lower levels of pain to them if they had been told beforehand

that they were AIDS patients than if they were not given this information [21]. Of particular rele-

vance to the present research is that research on empathy and stigma has often positioned particular

stigmatized populations, including drug addicts, as "extreme out-groups" [26] that typically elicit

patterns of dehumanization, including reduced levels of compassion and recognition of group

members’ mental states [12, 27].

3.3 Research Inspiration
The present study is a conceptual replication of one initially conduced by psychologist Daniel

Batson and colleagues [7]. In their work, participants were asked to listen to an interview conducted

with a drug addict and were provided with explicit instructions either to try to remain objective or

to imagine the interviewee’s feelings while listening to the account. This study found that those

participants who had been instructed to imagine the interviewee’s feelings showed higher rates of

empathy and prosocial behavior (donating to a counseling service for drug addicts) as well as more

positive attitudes toward drug addicts as a whole.

We chose Batson and colleagues’ work as a basis for our research for several reasons. First,

experimental control is necessary to isolate the effects of biosignals on empathy and closeness.

External factors in-the-wild or aspects of synchronous communication channels (e.g., immediacy

or appearance in face-to-face, text, and video) are more likely to confound results. Moreover, we

wanted to draw from existing experimental research known to observe a clear increase in empathy,

such that we could investigate whether biosignals could have the same effect. At the same time,

using a vignette setup increases the ecological validity of the study. Textual vignettes are a common

form in which people share and consume stories today, including on social media, blogs, discussion

forums, and other online platforms. For example, similar to how Batson and colleagues used an

interview with a drug addict, Humans of New York [64], a highly popular photo blog, shares stories

(often about personal struggles) through text excerpts of street interviews conducted by the blogger,

Brandon Stanton. Prior HCI research has also used vignettes in a similar way: Andalibi and Forte,

for instance, used vignettes in the form of social media posts as a prompt to understand how people

respond to sensitive disclosures online [1].

Representative of the typical approach to inducing empathy or perspective-taking, Batson and

colleagues’ study provides an explicit instruction to attempt to empathize with a target other.

Similarly, research on perspective-taking, or achieving an understanding of another’s mindset

or experiences, has utilized explicit instructions to achieve similar outcomes for out-groups (e.g.,

imagining a day in the life of members of other races or nationalities) [20, 32, 70]. Finally, a third

line of work has focused on strategically crafting personal narratives describing the experiences of

stigmatized others in ways that induce greater connections and empathy, including adding cues to
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similarity between self and other early in the narrative or delaying the disclosure of the other’s

stigmatized identity to allow a connection to form prior to the revelation [43]. In the present work,

we investigate whether simply providing access to a stigmatized other’s heart rate data could serve

a similar function to these experimental inductions: to provide a cue to attempt to connect with

and to understand the perspective and emotional experience of the other.

3.4 Hypotheses
3.4.1 Presence of Biosignals and Empathy. We expect biosignals to positively influence empathy

towards stigmatized others. In light of prior work on biosignals, we hypothesize that biosignals

increase empathy, as defined by emotional perspective-taking and empathic concern.

H1. The presence of biosignal information will increase empathy.

Our work also explores how expressive biosignals affect behaviors and perceptions known to be

related to increased empathy. Drawing from Batson and colleagues’ original study [7], we predict

that the presence of biosignal information will promote prosocial behavior and improved attitudes

towards stigmatized groups.

H2. The presence of biosignal information will increase prosocial behavior.

H3. The presence of biosignal information will improve attitudes towards stigmatized groups.

3.4.2 Visualizing Biosignals and Closeness. Prior work suggests that text depictions of biosignals

may not be as vivid as an animated visualization or audio representation [50]. Thus, we expect

that visualizing biosignals as a graph, as opposed to describing the biosignals in text, will increase

closeness with and salience of a member of a stigmatized group. We choose a graph to visual-

ize biosignals for two reasons. First, graphs are commonly used to visualize biosignals in both

research [18, 54, 61] and consumer applications that track biosignals, such as Fitbit and Muse.

Therefore, the graph provides a suitable baseline case that would be familiar to participants as well

as ecologically valid with respect to how biosignals are typically visualized in the real-world today.

Second, a graph would help control the information conveyed to participants. Prior work shows

that design characteristics of different biosignals visualizations can have a significant effect on

interpersonal perceptions [49]. For instance, perceptions could be confounded by prior associations

people have with representations like an emoji or audio or vibrations of a heartbeat, which are all

culturally embedded. In our work, using a graph to visualize biosignal information, we hypothesize:

H4. Visualizing biosignal information will increase interpersonal closeness more than pre-

senting biosignals information as text.

H5. Visualizing biosignal information will increase the salience of a target more than pre-

senting biosignal information as text.

4 METHODS
We ran a between-subjects experiment where participants read a series of interview excerpts.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions corresponding to the type of heart

rate data that accompanied the excerpts: 1) No HR, meaning no biosignal information was provided

at all, 2) HR Caption, meaning a caption about the interviewee’s heart rate was provided, and 3) HR
Graph, meaning a caption about the interviewee’s heart rate and a heart rate graph were provided.

4.1 Participants
We recruited 72 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk. We removed 10 participants who did

not read or understand the materials in the online survey, based on their responses to the attention

check questions we included. The remaining 62 participants included 24 females and 38 males, with
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an age range of 22 to 69 years old (Mage = 37.47, SDage = 10.16). All participants were US Citizens.
There were 23 participants in the No HR condition, 18 in the HR Caption condition, and 21 in the

HR Graph condition. Participants were compensated $3.00 for participating in the study.

4.2 Procedure
We adapted our procedure from Batson and colleagues’ prior work on empathy towards stigmatized

groups, specifically drug addicts [7]. To increase ecological validity and believability, we modernized

their materials with the cover story that we are creating an online platform for people to share

personal experience with new forms of data (in this case, physiological data). The platform would be

similar to existing online story-sharing websites such as forums and social media. Participants were

told that we previously interviewed and recorded data from people from a variety of backgrounds,

and that the purpose for the study was to collect reactions to the stories of our prior interviewees.

Participants completed the study by taking a 15-minute online survey. In the first part of the

survey, participants read a transcript of a fictional interview. The fictional interview was conducted

with a 22-year old man named Jared who was serving a 7-year sentence for possession and sale of

heroin. In the transcript, Jared describes how he was introduced to heroin and became addicted, and

his desire to start a better life after finishing his prison sentence. Though Batson and colleagues’

original study used audio for Jared’s interview, we decided to use text instead of richer channels,

like audio or video, in order to reduce extra information and signals available to participants that

could confound the results (e.g., Jared’s voice or appearance).

In order to manipulate the presence of biosignal information we included two biosignal informa-

tion conditions, one with (HR Graph) and one without a visual (HR Caption). Heart rate information

is known to be ambiguous and can be interpreted in various ways [53]. In fact, in our preliminary

pilots, many participants cited withdrawal as a cause for the changes in Jared’s heart rate. To guide

participants’ interpretations around Jared’s feelings rather than drugs, participants were told that

Jared shared about his experience and feelings as part of the interview. This was done in all three

conditions to ensure that participants in each condition had the same background information for

the interviews.

In the HR Graph condition, participants viewed an animated graph of Jared’s heart rate (rep-

resented by a per-beat graph). To ensure that participants in both conditions received the same

amount of heart rate information, the provided caption was the same (that Jared’s heart rate was

elevated at an average beats per minute significantly above his baseline) and the graph was kept as

neutral as possible (e.g., it kept a static rate of change and did not contain drastic peaks). To reduce

potential differences in how participants related the graph to different sections of the interview,

we split the transcript into four excerpts, where each excerpt included a question asked by the

interviewer and Jared’s response to that question. Each excerpt was shown with a section of the

graph. To reduce variation between the graph information seen with each excerpt, graph sections

changed at a similar rate and had a similar number of peaks. This was done in order to control the

information we presented, such that Jared’s heart rate would appear consistently high throughout

the interview. An example screenshot of an excerpt in the HR Graph condition can be seen in

Figure 1. Additionally, to control for the time spent reading Jared’s responses and viewing the

graph, participants were given 20 seconds for each excerpt. The HR Caption and No HR conditions

followed a similar structure as the HR Graph condition, except without the graph and without the

graph and caption, respectively.

After reading the transcript, participants answered several questions about the excerpts and

their demographic information. The end of the survey included a debrief, explaining the purpose

of the study and that Jared is a fictional person.
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Fig. 1. Example screenshot of the interview excerpt in the HR Graph condition.

4.3 Measures
Participants answered questions related to their experience reading the excerpts and, if they were

in either the HR Caption or HR Graph conditions, viewing Jared’s heart rate information. They were

also asked to answer questions about their perceptions of Jared and more generally, drug addicts.

We included the following measures:

Empathy. For our purposes, we operationalized empathy in two ways: empathic concern and

emotional perspective-taking. Empathic concern refers to feeling for another person in need, and

consists of emotions such as sympathy, compassion, warmth, tenderness, softheartedness, and

being moved [6]. We included the six empathic concern items as part of a 15-item question asking

participants to rate their feelings towards Jared. Emotional perspective-taking refers to inferring

another person’s emotional state based on their context [65]. To measure emotional perspective-

taking, we used a shortened version of the PANAS scale, a widely used measure for perceptions of

emotions, with items for positive and negative emotions [68]. We included five positive (excited,

strong, enthusiastic, proud, determined) and five negative emotions (distressed, scared, hostile,

ashamed, nervous) to cover a diverse and relevant set of emotions to Jared’s story.

Prosocial Behavior. Batson and colleague’s prior work using the Jared interview suggests a positive

relationship between empathy towards a stigmatized group member and prosocial behavior towards

the whole group [7]. We included two measures of prosocial behavior: one that aligned with Batson

and colleagues’ use of donations as a measure of prosocial behavior, where MTurk participants

could donate a portion of their HIT reward (ranging from $0 to $2.50 in increments of $0.50) to a
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local Addiction Counseling Service (with no connections to Jared), and another where they could

leave a message of support for Jared.

Attitudes towards Stigmatized Groups. Batson and colleagues’ prior work also suggests a positive

relationship between empathy towards a stigmatized group member and attitudes towards the

whole group [7, 8]. Thus, we included a scale to measure attitudes towards people addicted to hard

drugs (e.g., "People addicted to hard drugs lack self-control and inner strength.", "People who end

up addicted to hard drugs only have themselves to blame" [7, 10]).

Closeness. To measure interpersonal closeness, we used the Inclusion of the Other in the Self

(IOS) scale [2], asking participants to use the scale to rate how they saw themselves in relation to

Jared, and how similar to Jared they felt.

Salience of Jared. To measure the salience of Jared, we included scales for social presence and

experience taking. Social presence is the "degree of salience" of another person [62]. We included

scales that highlight several aspects of social presence, including how how "real" (as opposed to

abstract) Jared seemed [46], the participants’ ability to assess the Jared’s reactions and get to know

Jared [58], and the immediacy and intimacy of the excerpts [34]. Experience taking refers to the

extent to which someone simulates a character in a narrative. This seven question scale includes

items such as "I found myself feeling what Jared was feeling." [43].

Experience with Hard Drugs. Participants’ perceptions of Jared could be affected by their knowl-

edge of and experience with hard drugs or users of hard drugs. Therefore, we included one question

to measure participants’ experience with hard drugs, asking participants to optionally respond to

whether they or their loved ones (e.g., friends or family) had any experience with hard drugs.

Attention Check. Finally, we included several questions to ensure that participants were reading

and understanding the interview and graph. These included questions about details that Jared

described in the interview itself (e.g., "What is Jared planning to do after his prison sentence?"),

and details about the graph (e.g., "What was the graph plotting?").

5 RESULTS
For each of the outcome measures reported we employed a one-way analysis of covariance (AN-

COVA) and two planned contrasts to evaluate our hypotheses related to the presence and visualiza-

tion of heart rate data: 1) a presence contrast that compared the No HR condition to the average of

the HR Caption and HR Graph conditions (reflected in contrast coefficients of -1, .5, and .5, respec-

tively), and 2) a visualization contrast that compared the HR Caption and HR Graph conditions (with

contrast coefficients of -1 and 1). We also applied Bonferonni correction for ANOVAs on individual

items within scales (i.e., dividing the critical p-value by the number of comparisons made). To

control for effects of experience with hard drugs, we included responses to the experience with

hard drugs measure as a covariate.

5.1 Empathy
We conducted a one-way ANCOVA on the empathic concern and PANAS scales. We analyzed the

PANAS scale by separating the sets of positive and negative emotions. Additionally, since Jared’s

story dealt with specific emotions, we analyzed individual items in the PANAS scale to investigate

the most relevant emotions to the narrative. Results from the ANCOVA test on the empathic

concern scale and PANAS positive or negative affect scales did not indicate significant differences

between the conditions at p ≤ 0.05. However, results from the ANCOVA test on the individual items

of the PANAS indicated significant differences between conditions on two emotions (at p ≤ 0.01):
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Table 1. Means of measures with significant differences across conditions at p ≤ 0.05 (with Bonferonni
correction for individual scale items). Empathy (PANAS) measures compared No HR vs HR Caption and HR
Graph, while Closeness measures compared HR Caption vs HR Graph.

Measure No HR HR Caption HR Graph

PANAS - Jared’s feelings (/5)

Nervous 2.30 (1.02) 3.39 (1.04) 3.29 (1.06)

Strong 2.57 (1.08) 1.83 (0.92) 1.62 (0.74)

IOS - Closeness to Jared (/7)

Closeness in Relation 2.17 (1.07) 2.00 (1.03) 3.19 (1.72)

Similarity 2.09 (1.28) 1.67 (1.03) 2.71 (1.52)

nervousness (F (2, 58) = 7.17,p = 0.002) and strength (F (2, 58) = 6.12,p = 0.004). Results from
the planned presence contrast indicated significant increase in participants’ perceptions of Jared’s

nervousness (F (1, 58) = 14.34,p < 0.001) and a significant decrease in perceptions of strength

(F (1, 58) = 11.57,p = 0.001) in the two HR conditions compared to the No HR condition. These

results partially support H1, where providing information on biosignals affected empathy in terms

of emotional perspective-taking, but not empathic concern.

5.2 Prosocial Behavior and Attitudes
We conducted a one-way ANCOVA on donation amount and attitudes towards people addicted to

hard drugs, and chi-square tests on whether participants donated at all or left a message of support.

Results from these tests did not indicate a significant difference in participants’ prosocial behavior

(both for leaving donations and support messages) or attitudes towards people addicted to hard

drugs between conditions. We reject H2 and H3, which predicted that the presence of biosignals

information will increase prosocial behavior and improve attitudes towards stigmatized groups.

5.3 Interpersonal Closeness
We conducted a one-way ANOVA on the IOS closeness scale

1
. We also ran the visualization contrast

on both scales. Results from the ANOVA test indicated a significant difference between conditions

for how close participants felt in relation to Jared (F (2, 59) = 4.86,p = 0.01). Similarly, results from

the ANCOVA test indicated a significant difference between conditions for how similar participants

felt to Jared (F (2, 58) = 3.26,p = 0.05). Results from the planned contrast indicated that participants

felt significantly closer in relation to Jared (t(33.342) = 2.66,p = 0.01) and more similar to Jared

(F (1, 58) = 6.35,p = 0.01) in the HR Graph condition compared to the HR Caption condition. These

results support H4, which predicted that visualizing biosignals, as opposed to presenting biosignals

as text, will increase interpersonal closeness.

5.4 Salience of Jared
We conducted a one-way ANCOVA for each of the three social presence scales and the experience

taking scales, including on both individual items from the scales. None of these measures indicated

significant differences between the conditions at p ≤ 0.05. Thus, we reject H5, where visualizing
biosignals information did not increase the salience of Jared more than simply presenting the

information as text.

1
Since this measure did not meet the assumption of equal variances at p = 0.007, we ran an ANOVA instead of an ANCOVA,

and a one-way ANCOVA on the IOS similarity scale

2
We note that this result has a different degree of freedom because it does not assume equal variances.
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6 DISCUSSION
Altogether, our results support and extend prior work by demonstrating the potential for expressive

biosignals to function as a novel intervention for empathy and closeness. In particular, we show that

providing information about heart rate can increase emotional perspective-taking for a stigmatized

group member. Additionally, visualizing heart rate, as opposed to just describing it in text, can

promote interpersonal closeness with a stigmatized group member.

6.1 Effects of Heart Rate Information on Empathy
Our results partially supported H1, which predicted that heart rate information, presented as

a caption or in a graph, will increase empathy. We measured empathy in two ways: emotional

perspective-taking and empathic concern. Participants reported significantly higher emotional

perspective-taking when they saw information about Jared’s heart rate alongside the interview,

where Jared’s nervousness and lack of strength was more salient. This supports and provides

quantitative evidence for prior work [35, 38, 50, 51], showing that the presence of biosignal infor-

mation provides cues that people use to infer someone else’s emotional state based on context.

Additionally, we extend prior work by highlighting the potential for biosignals to affect empathy

for a stigmatized group member.

However, our results did not show significant effects on empathic concern. One possible explana-

tion is the limited modality of the interview, which was shown in text. Unlike Batson and colleagues’

original study [7], we purposefully did not use an audio recording of Jared’s whole interview. We

included only text excerpts from the interview. Given that audio is more contextually rich than

text [22], potentially an audio recording combined with heart rate data is necessary to observe

greater effects. Future work should explore comparing different modalities of communication (e.g.,

text, audio, video) with the presence or absence of heart rate data. Additionally, our results on

emotional perspective-taking showed significant effects only for perceptions of Jared’s nervousness

and strength. Potentially, the salience of these emotions may not be as relevant to empathic concern

as others, such as regret or worry (which are emotions present in narratives used in prior empathy

work [8]). In our future work, we plan to explore narratives that provide context for inferring

different emotional states from heart rate. Another alternative explanation is the cultural context

of the participants. Though we had asked participants about their experience with hard drugs or

users of hard drugs, participants’ attitudes towards drug addicts could have been indirectly affected

by their cultural understanding of drug addiction (e.g., varying knowledge of drug addiction per

US region, the recent declaration of the opioid crisis as a national emergency). Future work should

explore the effect of biosignals information on perceptions of drug addicts in different cultures and

regions, as well as perceptions of other stigmatized groups.

We did not observe an influence of biosignal presence on prosocial behavior or attitudes towards

stigmatized groups. Given that we did not observe significant effects on empathic concern, this

aligns with prior work about empathic concern and its related effects [7, 8]. Additionally, our

analysis yielded a mean of $0.22 in donations, 7% of the amount they could donate (their payment

for the task), as compared to 13% in the low empathy condition in Batson’s original study [7], or

roughly 10% in some studies on charitable giving [59, 60]. This is potentially due to limitations

in our donation measure. The original study asked student participants if they were interested in

allocating some of a (fictional) university committee’s budget to an Addiction Counseling Service. In

contrast, we asked MTurk participants to donate some of their personal funds from completing the

task. Since participants were incentivized to participate based on money compensation, they were

likely more attuned to their own funds than students were to their school committee’s funds. We
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plan to conduct follow-up studies to understand effects on different measures of helping, drawing

from a university population rather than MTurk.

6.2 Effects of Heart Rate Visualization on Closeness
We show that a heart rate visualization, as opposed to just text describing a heart rate, can promote

interpersonal closeness with a stigmatized group member: IOS ratings for participants’ relation

to Jared and similarity to Jared were significantly higher for the HR Graph condition than the HR
Caption condition. This suggests that while simply providing heart rate information in different

forms can help increase awareness of someone else’s state, visualizing the heart rate changes is

important for improving the relationship with that person. Moreover, our results extend past work

showing the effects of audio heart rate cues on closeness [40]; we demonstrate that visual heart

rate cues can similarly affect closeness, including for socially distant others.

At the same time, the heart rate visualization did not have significant effects on participants’

ratings for social presence or experience taking. Potentially, the visualization we chose for heart

rate, a graph, did not provide a vivid representation of Jared’s feelings. Indeed, the form of a

screen-based graph of raw data may be too "clinical," as compared to more physical or abstract

forms such as a colored light bulb [49] or worn watch with haptic feedback [51]. Future work

should explore which visualization schemes for heart rate best provide cues that could increase the

overall salience of the other person.

6.3 Implications for Technology
Our results support that expressive biosignals can influence perceptions of stigmatized others whose

stories they read online. Online platforms are increasingly used to share and consume personal

stories. These include popular social media sites like Twitter that encourage broad discourse

using hashtags, blogs that collect and disseminate stories like Humans of New York or Hollaback!,

anonymous forums like microaggressions.com, or Facebook groups that function as online support

for health-related issues. While these platforms provide opportunities and outlets for people to

share their experiences, the audience who will read or respond to those stories may not necessarily

be able to connect with or understand them–as evidenced by known challenges in polarization,

harassment, implicit biases online [4, 30, 41]. This can be exacerbated with the growing possibility

to encounter diverse others online who may perceive them as stigmatized or part of an out-group.

The present research on expressive biosignals introduces a promising new direction for the use

of physiological data to mitigate this divide on online platforms. Our results show that biosignals

like heart rate can help people understand others’ emotional state, which otherwise can be difficult

to recognize when communicating at a distance. The presence of biosignals could augment stories

shared online by increasing their emotional quality and helping people better express themselves.

This could be especially helpful for highly emotional experiences that may be unfamiliar to others

or difficult for someone to convey through just words. For instance, one might share an experience

of stereotype threat alongside their heart rate information during the experience. The heart rate

information could help others who are not familiar with stereotype threat to better recognize

and understand its emotional effects. Additionally, our results suggest that incorporating vivid

visualization schemes for biosignals would heighten feelings of closeness that may be difficult to

experience with someone in a different social group. Platforms that incorporate biosignal data

into story-sharing should consider representations beyond raw numbers, such as dynamic graphs,

which could help readers of stories better connect with the storyteller. Designers of existing and

future online platforms for story-sharing should explore the potential for integrating biosignals as

a novel cue to enhance the creation and consumption of personal stories, as well as connection

with storytellers.
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With this call to action, however, we offer two crucial caveats. First, any application that entails

the collection and display of personal data should prioritize the agency of users to preserve their

own privacy and to choose how and with whom their biosignals are shared. People may have

concerns about the intrusiveness of this intimate and sensitive data [49, 50]; thus, we need to

understand the privacy controls that are necessary for this type of data [71]. In the present work,

for example, we explicitly state that Jared agreed to share his heart rate data with participants.

Second, because of the inherent ambiguity of biosignals and the potential authority imbued to

systems that collect and display them, designers should provide users with the guidance for critical

reflection and discussion of biosignals as part of users’ interpretive process [37, 39].

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
The present work revealed that accompanying a personal narrative from a member of a stigma-

tized group (individuals battling drug addiction) with access to that person’s heart rate data and

visualizations of that data facilitated greater emotional perspective-taking and perceived closeness,

respectively. At the same time, the results did not show an impact of heart rate data on several

key outcomes, most notably empathic concern and prosocial behavior. In future work, we aim to

replicate the findings from the present study to other stigmatized groups (e.g., racial out-groups

or members of different political parties) and, moreover, compare the relative impact of heart

rate information and visualizations on perceptions and responses to non-stigmatized groups, as

compared to stigmatized groups (or more broadly, between in-group and out-group members).

Additionally, we aim to extend the present findings on emotional perspective-taking and closeness

through iterations on our study setup. This includes investigating other emotional states (beyond

those studied in the present work), such as personal narratives about the uncertainty and anxiety

faced by particular stigmatized out-groups (e.g., racial minorities) who experience prejudice and

discrimination. Moreover, we plan to explore the design of different visualization schemes that

might be more conducive to increasing connection with and salience of another person, including

embodied, physical, or sensory representations of biosignals [40, 49, 51] that have shown promise

in prior work.

Finally, we reiterate that in the present research we prioritized high experimental control and

internal validity, by relying on a previously established study protocol as a foundation and attempt-

ing to isolate the impact of biosignals displays on empathy and closeness. Future work will aim

to establish the external validity of these findings via field studies conducted in more naturalistic

settings. To this end, part of our follow-up work involves deploying and evaluating an online

platform designed to collect personal stories from college students to be shared with their peers,

in which we will continue to investigate the effects of biosignal visualizations on empathy and

prosocial behavior with the aim of creating a forum that students will actually use to share their

experiences and to provide and receive social support.

8 CONCLUSION
We contribute one of the first experiments investigating the effects of expressive biosignals on

empathy for and closeness with a stigmatized group member. We find that providing information

about heart rate can increase empathy in terms of emotional perspective-taking, and interpersonal

closeness can increase with a visualization of that information. Given the increasing number of

opportunities for individuals to share their experiences online (e.g., on anonymous forums like

microaggressions.com) and to both encounter and interact with members of diverse groups, our

results have implications for helping viewers of these stories better understand them and connect

with the people behind them through biosignals. Our future work will further explore this potential,

including through new research directions around platforms for shared personal experiences and
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different expressive biosignals visualization schemes that elicit greater feelings of empathy and

closeness with others.
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